
It is surprising how some ideas are hitting different people simultaneously. Just a few months before this book, a book edited by Tom Wilson and myself appeared under an identical title, but with a different sub-title. It seems that information management as it was understood back in the 1960s and 1970s comes back, changed and reformed, as well as enriched by a variety of perspectives. Of course, despite the same title the books differ in many aspects and I am not going to compare them, not only because I was involved in preparation of one of them, but also because of their different aims and target audiences.

As several decades before, the authors start emphasising that information is not only what is processed by computerised information systems, but also exists in different forms, some of them as traditional as writings on paper. Matthew Hinton also treats people and especially managers in organizations as valuable sources of information about the organization. This is quite different from the roles assigned to employees by the proponents of 'knowledge management' and rather refreshing. I was also nodding my head reading the general definition provided in the Introduction:

...information management (IM) should be
seen as the conscious process by which information is gathered and used to assist decision making at all levels of organization (p.2).

I would see IM as doing more than just assisting decision making, but that is a good start. The editor also emphasises that IM is broader than information technology management on page five. However, it seems that apart from these very important and true statements, the rest of the book is mainly devoted to information technology and systems management. It also seems that the contributors are unaware of the existing body of literature on information management or information resources management as well as of the history of this field of activity. For example, the editor claims that "the role of information is so important that there is a new function emerging - the Information Management Function". As a student in the 1970s I was already taught that the information management function in organizations had a long history, but was consciously separated from other management functions some time around 1960. Well, in the face of eternity, that would be considered as new, wouldn't it?

These differences in perception of IM are a result of the division of information management field between business, information systems, and information science disciplines. But in this particular book a reasonable effort to bring together different perspectives was done by inviting Elisabeth Orna to write a chapter on organizations and information.

The whole volume consists of four parts:

**I. Managing the information management function;** which focuses mainly on the management of information and communication technologies (ICT) and includes a small sub-chapter on knowledge-sharing aided by ICT.

**II. Information as an organizational resource;** which I read with greatest interest, because it deals with the most
important problems in the field and is least related to the ICT issues. I would agree with Popper, quoted by Checkland and Howell on page 50 that one should 'never get involved in questions of terminology…' Nevertheless, I added to the usual triad of data-information-knowledge a new term capta hoping that it could be useful to explain some information phenomena to my students. The process of information management in the explanation of Hinton is rather different from what we are used to in explaining it as an object of professional information management. It also added a new and useful perspective to my understanding as information management process in this chapter is represented as directed but nevertheless individual activity of the people gathering, analysing, communicating, storing and making sense of information in organizations. Two further chapters bring in a broad organizational view of how information systems can assist in creating meanings on the organizational level (Chapter 5) and the rationale for information policy and strategy in organizations (Chapter 6).

III. Managing organizational data and information, concentrates mainly on information systems used in organizations and businesses for different areas and purposes. Despite the fact that a chapter on business information systems reminds one of an annotated list of the systems, I think that this part provides a thorough general introduction to the application of information systems.

IV. Information management in organizational strategy and change; again concentrates on the role of ICT in organizations and the business context. This part also provides rich interpretation of business and organizational environment and processes in relation to ICT use, which, in my opinion, can be very useful for students of information science on various levels. The language of the authors is clear. Multiple illustrations and graphs help to visualise the issues at hand and understand the text.

Despite my earlier remarks about the gap between two perspectives on IM, I have found this book interesting and useful for the study purposes. I will recommend chapters from it to my students in information management.
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